THE PERFECT SOFT LIGHT
From BBS Lighting, the company that pioneered remote phosphor technology in LED lighting fixtures, comes a revolutionary next step: the Pipeline System.

In a convenient cylindrical form factor in lengths of 1’ 2’ 3’ and 4’, the Pipeline remote phosphor provides ultra-high TLCI (Television Lighting Consistency Index) soft light that is controllable and dimmable with no color shift or flickering. Whether installed in an optional single or multi-lamp reflector bank, or deployed stand-alone, Pipelines are the perfect soft-light for modeling faces and illuminating backgrounds.

Among Pipeline’s numerous advantages are low power draw, high light output, wide light dispersion, heatless and fan-less operation and DMX 512 controller. The Pipes are available in 3200°K, 4300°K or 5600°K color temperature outputs, and can be used in a bi-color arrangement mixing different color temperature Pipes to achieve mid-range color temperatures.

Pipeline Raw
- Ultra High TLCI: 3200°K, 4300°K or 5600°K
- Available in 1’, 2’, 3’ or 4’ lengths
- Flicker-free dimming from 100%-0
- Extremely high light output
- Wide 180° light dispersion
- Optional 4-Channel Controller with 8/16-bit DMX 512, Strobe & Manual dimming w/48V PSU

Pipeline LED System Specifications

POWER
AC Power: 100-240V 50/60Hz
Max Power Draw: 9 Watts per foot
Battery Operation: 14V DC

4-Banks
4’= 16000 Lumens on 160 W max draw
3’= 12000 Lumens on 120 W max draw

Solo
2’= 2000 Lumens on 20 W max draw
1’= 1000 Lumens on 10 W max draw

LED
Premium LED Array - 50,000 hour life
3200°K - TLCI 95+
4300°K - TLCI 95+
5600°K - TLCI 95+

More than 1000 Lumens per foot

CONTROL
Manual dimming or DMX 512

DIMENSIONS
Length: 1’ / 305mm
Length: 2’ / 610mm
Length: 3’ / 914mm
Length: 4’ / 1219mm
Width: 1” / 25.4mm

THERMAL
Ambient Operating Temperature:
-10° – 40°C / 14° – 104°F
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PIPELINE SOLO 1’ and 2’

Pipeline Solo 1’ and 2’ come with inline dimmers at the end of the cable

OPTIONAL:
• International Power Supply
• D-Tap Cable to 2.1mm
• 4 Pin XLR to 2.1mm
• 1/4- 20 Mounting Adapter
• 3/8” mounting adapter

PIPELINE 4-BANK, 3’ AND 4’

• Pipeline 3’ & 4’ Light Banks come with
4-Channel 8/16-bit DMX 512, strobe
and manual dimming

OPTIONAL:
• DoPchoice Snapbags and Snapgrids
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